THE DECLINE OF THE MIDDLE AGES
side also had the accidental advantage of better generalship:
York himself was a good soldier, but his son, who was later
Edward IV, turned out in his day to be the best soldier of the
time. In favour of the Lancastrian side was the effect of
time (the dynasty had now been established for over half a
century), the surviving memory of Henry V's victories, the
support of a majority of the great landed houses with their
armed tenantry, and the vigour and capacity of the Queen.
But most important was the fact that Henry VI was the anointed
King. It was this which caused hesitation and delay in the
Yorkist camp before they actually made an attack upon the
Crown.
Scheme of the Wars of the Roses. The Wars of the
Roses, like the Hundred Years War, must not be regarded as
a continuous struggle. There were three distinct and short
phases, with long intervals between.
 (1)	The campaign of Towton—that is, the operations leading
up to the decisive battle of Towton, which battle had the
result of putting Richard of York's son Edward upon the
throne as Edward IV.    He loses this position through an
imprudent marriage, is turned out, but comes back to fight
 (2)	The campaign of Barnet and Tewkesbury, which latter
action is decisive and puts Edward back upon the throne.
After  Edward's  death  his  brother  Richard,  the  Duke  of
Gloucester, becomes King as Richard III, but
 (3)	Henry Tudor, indirectly representing the Lancastrian
line, invades England and wins against Richard the battle of
Bosworth, in which Richard is killed, the Plantagenet line comes
to an end, and the Tudor dynasty begins.
These three separate campaigns stand wide apart. That of
Towton fills the eighteen months from the autumn of 1459 to
the spring of 1461. That of Barnet and Tewkesbury comes
ten years later, and fills a few weeks in 1471. That of Bosworth,
fourteen years later again, fills a few weeks in 1485.
The Wars of the Roses are therefore three quite distinct and
well-separated campaigns, each quite short in duration, and
divided by intervals of ten and fourteen years.
The Preliminaries of the Wars. After Richard, Duke
of York, had landed from Ireland and marched on London the
last garrison in France (except that of Calais) surrendered.
Bordeaux was lost after a desperate siege, and at much the
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